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Abstract – Wind energy is taken into account to be one amongst the proved technologies. In   this
project to confirm continuous provider of power appropriate storage technology is employed as
backup.  A charge managementler for battery bank is developed supported MPPT logic control to
confirm controlled charging and discharging of battery. The management schemes are integrated
and also the effectiveness is valid by testing it with varied load and wind profiles in
MATLAB/SIMULNIK. gift energy want greatly depends on the standard sources. however the
inadequate accessibility and steady increase within the value of typical sources has shifted the main
focus toward renewable sources of energy. Of the accessible different sources of energy, wind energy
is taken into account to be one amongst the verified technologies.
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I. Introduction

The Wind energy, the world’s quickest growing energy
supply, could be a clean and renewable supply of energy
that has been in use for hundreds of years in Europe and
additional recently within the u.  s. and different nations.
Wind turbines, each massive and little, manufacture
electricity for utilities and residential house owners and
remote villages. Wind Energy Conversion System
(WECS) is one in all the foremost versatile non-
conventional resources of energy because of the ever-
growing demand of electricity provide. Since wind could
be a natural supply and its utility relies on the
climatically variation, it's essential to faucet this energy
effectively for meeting the demand. Because of the event
of technology within the synchronous and asynchronous
generators, it's potential to effectively use these
generators in WECS. The wind energy is used for
complete load or connected to grid. ENERGY is taken
into account to be the essential input for development. At
this time because of the reduction of accessible standard
resources and concern concerning environmental
degradation, the renewable sources are being used to
fulfill up the ever increasing energy demand. Because of
a comparatively low price of electricity production wind
energy is taken into account to be one in all the potential
sources of fresh energy for the longer term; however the
character of wind flow is schocastic. Wind energy is one
in all the quickest growing sources of electricity these

days. In fact, the additive wind generation installation
within the EU at the tip of 2010 was 84,074 MW. Thus,
5.3% of European electricity consumption in 2010 came
from wind turbines. The penetration of alternative energy
in some European countries has reached values around
200th, as within the case of Dan mark (24%) [1].
electrical power, generated by wind turbines, is very
erratic, and so the wind generation penetration in power
systems will cause issues connected system operation
and also the designing of power systems [2]. This issue is
also particularly necessary in islanded grids. Wind energy
conversion systems (WECSs) are usually additional
economical compared to fixed-speed counterparts, and
therefore are getting progressively standard, significantly
in small-scale applications. Wind turbines with variable-
pitch management are usually expensive and
complicated. Typically, variable speed wind turbines are
aerodynamically controlled, typically by exploitation
power physics, to manage the force and speed of the
rotary engine so as to maximize the output power.
Therefore, VSFP approach is changing into additional
standard for low price construction, and is that the most
typical theme for little wind turbines. During this
technique, a most power point tracker (MPPT) is
employed to manage the restoring force of the electrical
generator for optimum system operation [1].
Consequently, the performance of a VSFP turbine might
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be optimized while not the necessity for a posh
mechanics management. The most output power from the
rotary engine is sometimes obtained by dominant the
system such the relevant points of wind rotor curve and
electrical generator in operation characteristic coincide.
So as to attain this, it's necessary to drive the rotary
engine at optimum rotor speeds for a selected wind speed
profile.

II. Literature Review

Aradhya Sambhu Satpathy et.al [1] “Control Scheme
for a Stand-Alone Wind Energy Conversion System” The
power offered from a WECS is extremely unreliable in
nature. So, a WECS cannot guarantee uninterrupted
power flow to the load. Thus on satisfy the load demand
the smallest amount bit instances, applicable device is
needed. Therefore, throughout this paper, a hybrid wind-
battery system is chosen to produce the desired load
power. To mitigate the random characteristics of wind
flow the WECS is interfaced with the load by appropriate
controllers. The management logic enforced within the
hybrid established includes the charge management of
battery bank exploitation MPPT and pitch management
of the WT for reassuring electrical and automatic
security. The charge controller track the most power
available to charge the battery bank in an exceedingly
very controlled manner. any it additionally makes bound
that the batteries discharge current is to boot within the
C/10 limit. this programmed management technique
inherently protects the buck converter from over current
situation. However, generally due to MPPT management
the availability power further} additional as compared to
the battery and cargo demand. Throughout the flexibility
match conditions, the pitch action can regulate the pitch
angle to cut back the WT output power in accordance
with the whole demand. Besides dominant the WT
characteristics, the pitch management logic guarantees
that the rectifier voltage does not lead to an overvoltage
scenario. The hybrid wind-battery system in conjunction
with its management logic is developed in
MATLAB/SIMULINK and is tested with varied wind
profiles. the results of the simulation experiments
validates the improved performance of the system.

Mohammad Taghi Ameli et. al[2] “Feasibility Study
for Replacing Asynchronous Generators with
Synchronous Generators in Wind Farm Power Stations”
in this paper thought of the instance Farm power
generation as a case for study, however its conclusions
seem to be valid for all station power stations across the
earth. Among the squirrel-cage induction generators,
induction generator with curved rotor, synchronous with
coiled field and synchronous with permanent magnet, 2
varieties are heaps of advantageous for wind farms: the
squirrel-cage and static magnet varieties. Example Farm
utilizes the squirrel-cage sort whereas the static magnet

sort has higher benefits, as well as higher power constant
and potency, and elimination of electrical device banks.

R. Saidur et. al [3] “A review on global wind energy
policy” in this planned in a very shell, wind energy, that
may be a kind of renewable energy, has the potential to
be used for power generation. Power generated by wind
energy isn't simply comparatively easier however is
additionally far more ecological friendly compare to
power generation exploitation non-renewable sources
just like the fossil fuel and coals. Considering that energy
procedure worldwide has been increasing throughout the
years, switch to wind energy is a viable move.

Francisco Díaz-González et. al [4] “A review of
energy storage technologies for wind power
applications”, in this the operative principles also
because the main characteristics of many storage
technologies appropriate for stationary applications are
represented. additionally, a outline of potential ESS
applications in wind generation are outlined and
mentioned per an intensive literature review. lastly, it's
value stating that many advantages for the operation of
the facility system considering wind generation plants.

M. Narayana et. al [5] “Generic Maximum Power
Point Tracking Controller for Small Scale Wind
Turbines”, in this planned correct WECS characteristics
are needed once implementing standard techniques for
optimum point chase. However, WECSs are random
naturally and their characteristics vary from one system
to a different. The hill-climbing management method
(usually used with small-scale WECSs) operates by
exploitation measurements of electrical output power,
while not data of system parameters. However, as
represented during this paper, for dynamic management
in turbulent wind conditions, the electrical output power
is frail related with the input mechanics power.
Consequently, it's troublesome to work out the optimum
in operation points by exploitation the hill-climbing
technique, as variation of automatically hold on energy
considerably affects the electric power output.

III. Method

Maximum power conversion of the WECS is obtain by
adjust the generator speed ωg as wind speed V changes.

Fig 1: Standalone WECS
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This can be achieved by modifying the equivalent Load
at the generator terminal via power physics converters.
The equivalent standalone WECS is pictured in Fig. 1
wherever RL and LL are the equivalent load resistanc
and inductance, severally. The equivalent Load resistance
is taken into account the management input for the
system.

III.1. Wind energy conversion system (WECS)

Wind power production has been beneath the most
focus for the past decade in power production and
tremendous quantity of analysis work goes on renewable
energy, specifically on wind generation extraction.
Alternative energy provides an environmental power
generation and helps to satisfy the national energy
demand once there's a decreasing trend in terms of non-
renewable resources. This paper review the modeling of
Wind Energy Conversion Systems (WECS),
management methods of controllers and numerous most
power point tracking (MPPT) technologies that are being
planned for economical production of wind energy from
the offered resource.

The major components of a typical wind energy
conversion system embody a rotary engine, generator,
and interconnection instrumentation and management
systems, as shown in Figure 2. Wind turbines are
classified into the vertical axis kind and additionally the
horizontal axis kind. Latest wind turbines use a
horizontal axis configuration with two or three blades,
operative either down-wind or up-wind. the most
components among the enclosure of a typical rotary
engine. A rotary engine is designed for a seamless speed
or variable speed method. Variable speed wind speed
turbines can prove Victory Day to fifteen further energy
output as compared to their stable speed counterpart,
however, they necessitate power electronic converters to
provide a collection frequency and stuck voltage power
to their lots. Most rotary engine manufacturers have
opted for reduction gears between the low speed rotary
engine rotors and in addition the high speed three-phase
generators.

Fig.2 Structure of a typical wind energy system

Direct drive configuration, wherever a generator is
coupled to the rotor of a rotary engine directly, offers

high responsibility, low maintenance, and probably low
value definitely turbines. Several manufacturers have
decided on the direct drive configuration among the
recent rotary engine designs.

IV. Conclusion

Wind energy that could be a kind of renewable
energy, has the potential to be used for power generation.
Power generated by wind energy isn't simply
comparatively easier however is additionally far more
environmental friendly compared to power generation
exploitation non-renewable sources just like the fossil
fuels and coals. Considering that energy procedure
worldwide has been rising throughout the years, change
to wind energy will be a viable move.

The power offered from a WECS is extremely unreliable
in nature. So, a WECS cannot guarantee uninterrupted
power flow to the load. Thus on fulfill the load demand
within the least instances, applicable storage device is
needed. Therefore, throughout this paper, a hybrid wind-
battery system is chosen to produce the desired load
power. To mitigate the random distinctiveness of wind
flow the WECS is interfaced with the load by appropriate
controllers. The management logic enforced within the
hybrid started includes the charge management of battery
bank exploitation MPPT and pitch management of the
WT for reassuring electrical and mechanical safety.
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